





















































































































Don Hoekwater / Daily Staff 
Tower 
Hall reflects in a puddle as a student walks by during Wednesday's rain. The 
forecast





















out the future of the campus, the Master 
Plan for Higher
 Education is a 60 -page document de-
tailing the 
long-term
 architectural goals at San Jose State 
University
 
Last updated in 2001 under 
President
 Robert Car-
et,  the plan focused on 










dents  close 
to
 25,000 
additional students -- by the 
year 2008. 
However, since then, 




going  to be off that 
schedule
 a bit 
with budget cuts,"
 interim President Dim 
Massing said. 
"(The current
 Master Plan was
 drafted) before 
the  bud-











 have delayed the pro-
gression 
on some objectives the plan set
 out to achieve, 
such as providing adequate 
parking  and creating more 
links with the city of San 






construction at SJSU. 




 that  needs 
to be 
revisited  and 
reconfirmed,"
 Shuns

















Massing  said the plan 
is updated periodically. 
"You have to 
submit
 it to the 
system,"


















would  be 


















Executive  Editor 
While some might associate Christmas
 with 








and Santa Claus, most 
Christians in America cele-
brate the day in honor of 
their savior's birthday. 
"Christmas is the Bible's centuries -long proph-
ecy of forgiveness
 of sin, of offering of eternal
 life, 
joy and peace and fulfillment
 of life through the 
life of Jesus Christ," said Brad Abley, 
pastor  at the 
Hope 
Christian
 Fellowship in 
South  San Jose. 





happened nearly 2,000 years 
ago in Bethlehem, Is-
rael.







birth to the savior. 
"If you're not taught 


















people celebrate the way you 




While  this miracle is the 
cornerstone to 
Christ-
mas, the celebration of 
Jesus'
 birthday in 
America
 
has experienced many changes. 











































was  art 
excuse






































By Mark Cornejo 
Daily Sports 
Editor  
As San Jose State University's athletics di-
rector search committee plans
 to meet on Fri-
day, interim President Don Kassing knows 
what
 the discussion will focus on. 
Kassing 
said
 that with former San Fran-
cisco
 49ers head coach Bill Walsh heading 
the 
committee  and former SJSU head foot-
ball coach John Ralston
 as the "voice of the 
coaches," people are right to think that foot-
ball is at the 
forefront
 of the athletics direc-
tor search.
 
"The perceived emphasis on football is, 
in a 
sense,
 intentional because it's the an-
chor program," Kassing said.
 "It also has the 
most potential to draw together the commu-
nity, the alumni and the students to the uni-
versity."
 
Kassing added that football is the main 
concern because
 he wants SJSU to maintain 




 that is in charge of 
selecting the new director is without any SJSU
 





 at the 
helm of 
their respective sports, neither head baseball 
coach Sam Piraro, head volleyball coach 
Craig 
Choate nor head
 men's soccer coach Gary St. 
Clair said they were approached to 
be parr of 
the search 
committee.  
"As soon as I saw that committee I got the 
point  football was the 
major  point," Piraro 
said. 
Sr. Clair said the experience 
°thei coaches 
could 






ter represent the department.
 






as possible," said St. Clair, who 
has spent 14 years at SJSU "I think (Ralston)
 






have been outstanding to have 




 hirward to Isis 19th 
season 
at
 SjSU, added that a current head 
coach
 would  bring something to 
the  commit-





was selected that is coacIting 
right 
now, 






 Pinto, said. "A coach brings 
see AD, 
pro,  .1 
Student employees protest 
unfair labor practices 
By Janet Pak 
Daily Senior Staff Writer 
A number
 of teaching associates on campus 
are picketing today along with 
their peers at 
other 
California  State Universities to prevent 
unfair labor practices




Trung Lee, a graduate teaching associate in 
the philosophy 
department,  said the student 
employees feel the system has been 
uncoop-
erative, unlawM1 and unproductive with ne-
gotiations. 
The 
employees  are 
also 
bargaining for 






since 1991, just -cause rights 
and third -party 
arbitration,  l.ce said. 
He said the CS1I has withheld student em-
ployment  
information about 





 in the University of 
see 
STRIKE.  
nage  4 
Professor 'busts' myths on aging 
Greg 
Payne speaks during 
University Scholars Series 
By Emmanuel 
Lopez 
Daily Stag' Writer 
Approximately 25 students and faculty 
came 
to listen to a presentation about the myths 
asso-
ciated with aging and how to slow down the pro-





 human performance professor 
at San Jose State University, is the third speak-
er in the University Scholars Series sponsored by 
the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library 'and 
the 
bookstore.  
The presentation, titled "Bustin' 
the Myths 
About  Aging and Physical Activity," examined 
common misperceptions Americans have about 
aging. 
"Most people think 
of the elderly as sitting, 
on a chair and 
staring  blankly out of a window, 
Payne said. "That's becoming less true. Today's 
50 -year -olds are snore like the 









did  50 years
 ago. 
In 1960,
 about 3,000 
Americans were 100 or 
older,
 he said. 
Payne 
said  that 
nutsiber  would increase to 
approximately 2.7 to 










the audience a pop 
quiz about stereotypes 
associated
 with aging. 
"I think it's 








One  common 
assumption
 Americans have 
is 
that the





He added that 
studies  have shown that
 peo-
ple who 
have been physically 
active
 all their lives 
show a slower rate of 







 Dulai / 
Daily Staff 
Greg 







during his lecture, 
"Bustin'






































But after I started 
working
 in the service industry, Christmas 
and the holiday season began representing something far more 
- important than what I valued as a child  money. 
For
 six years I've been serving at restaurants  
that's  six 
Thanksgivings, six Christmas Eves, six New Years, six Moth-
er's Days, six Father's Days and six Easters. And on these days, 
- "shiny; happy people holding hands" come in, expect every-
thing to be perfect
 and are 
extremely  demanding. 
But as servers, we 
are expected to take it  and their mon-
ey, and smile. 
And the holiday season epitomizes these feelings. 
That's  why 
when some people
 are complaining 
that
 Christ-
mas begins too early, I 
say,  it's starting too late. 
As soon as cities and shopping malls have their tree -light-









are the signals for "booze it up," "eat 






















much  will I 
walk home with?"   











 about a book docu-
menting
 all of the. rude customer service the 
author  received, 
especially during the 
holiday season, 1 thought, 
"Give me a 
break."
 
The restaurant service is unique in 
that
 it is 
one of 
the




erything to be done. 
All you have to do.  is pay 
for it, 
So, if 
you think you've encountered
 a rude 
waiter or chip -on -the -shoulder bartender, con-
sider what you might 
have  done to this person 
who has likely been on 




Am I making eye contact? 
For  whatev-
er reason, some guests don't make eye contact. 
They might even laugh in the server's face when 
the server is explaining specials.
 If you do this, 
you are rude and should expect bad service.
 
  Am 1 asking too many questions? Of course, it is natu-
ral to ask about food. But after five questions, especially when 
questions are about prices and food portions, just shut up. 
 Am I 
insulting
 the server? This happens a lot to ine, and 
Letter: Response 
to











is, I have in my 
hands  an 
official 
retraction  of the 
"reprimand"
 I 
received from the 
nonflinctioning  Cali-
fornia State Students
 Association, which 
I am sure Michael 
Harold,  who seems to 
be 
against  people going back to school 
after 
working in a career for 20 years, 
knows about. 
Secondly,  
I believe I have writ-
ten several comments 
that are quite 
praiseworthy  
of interim President Don 
Kassing, and in several letters about the 
Associated Students that are in pus-







-Palestinian conflict is 
one of the 
world's major sources of in-
stability We Americans are directly 
connected to this conflict,
 and increas-
ingly impacted by 
its devastation, yet 
we know little of the facts surrounding 
it. Did you know that the United States 
gives $15,139,178 per day to  
the  Israe-
li government and $568,744 per (lay to 
Palestinian non -governmental organiza-
tions? Israel has been in violation of at 
least 65 U.N. resolutions,
 and the Pales-
tinians have violated none. 
More facts on the current Palestinian 
uprising against the Israeli occupation 
that I thought might interest you: 
 Nine hundred sixty-two Israelis and 
session of the university about various 
subjects, I refer to members of the As-
sociated
 
Students  as "intelligent and 
dedicated." 
Gee, considering the Spar-
ta!) Party is subsidizing the effort of' 
the sophomoric GoState group, which 
no one really supports, they should help 
him 
get iflare data. 
Now, let's all remember




 idea really 
is worth 
dealing with. Indeed, most of 
the 
people  I talked to at the basketball 
game 
last night, where I was thanked
 by 
some coaches for 
my
 e -mails commend-
ing their efforts and 
wishing  them luck, 
no single 
alumnus thought the idea of 
changing  the name was worth thinking 
about. Mr. Harold, who claimed Fitz 
Hill WEIS one of his backers, should know 
that the athletics department corrected 
that lie, and I also have several very nice 
entrails 
front former
 coach Hill 
thanking
 
me for iny kind notes  of encouragement 
to the rerun and himself 
So Michael, please find something 
else 
to do. You 
will be happy 
that
 you 
and the rest of the pet store clerks who 
run this GoState group can get Space 
Ghost DVDs. Bye now, we don't want to 







 in statistics 
3,560 Palestinians
 have been killed 
be-
tween 
Sept.  29, 2000, and Dec. 3, 2004. 
 No Israeli homes 
have  been de-
molished by 
Palestinians  and 4,170 
Palestinian 
homes have been demolished 
by 
Israelis  between Sept. 




Shay -plus new Jewish
-only settle-
ments have been built on confiscated 
Palestinian land between 
March  2001 
mid July 11, 2003. There
 have been no 
cases
 of Palestinians confiscating Israeli 
land and building settlements. 
Furthermore, Israel's current process 
of buikling what it 
calls a "security fence" 
through  the Palestinian West Bank is, in 
reality, the creation 
of a neo-apartheid 
system aimed at controlling the Pales-
tinian people and their 
resources.  The 
"wall" actually is serving 
to confiscate 
Up to 50 percent 
of 
the
 West Bank, leav-
ing the Palestinians in control of only 12 
percent of historic Palestine. The U.N.'s 
highest judicial authority,
 the Interna-
tional Court of Justice, declared that 
Israel's planned 425 -mile -long wall in 
the West Bank violates international 
law and 
must  be dismantled, according 
to Electronic Intilada's Web site. I think 
that Israel has to show a little more sin-
cerity about 
peace. 
Let's pray t,,r peace. 
Rya, Sharawi 
Senior 
industrial  Technology 
SPARTA GUIDE 
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and 
staff  members. The deadline for entries is noon 
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the 
Spartan
 Daily office in 
Dwight Bentel 
Hall,  room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyecasa.sjsu.edu titled
 "Sparta Guide." 
Space restrictions may require editing 
of
 submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received. 
TODAY 
music 
office at 924-4673. 
Ice 
Skating
 Team SJSU 
A bake sale will take place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
the Student Union. For more information, call 
(650) 
996-8489.  
School of Art and Design 
An 





from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.  in the Art building. For more 




women's  process group will meet from 
10:30 a.m.  to 
noon in counseling services. For more information, call 





Daily Mass will take place at 12:10
 
pun. Confirmation 
classes will take place from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. "The Bible 
and You" will take place from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. The 
Alpha Omega Student 
Fellowship will meet at 
8 p.m. All events will take place in the Catholic 
Campus Ministry. For more information, call Father 





"The Listening Hour" concert series with solo and 
chamber Music will take place from 12:30
 p.m. to 
1:20 p.m, in the Music building Concert I hill, It will 
feature 
student
 solos and ensembles front the 
accompanying 




Bible study will take place
 at 7 p.m. in the Guadalupe 
room of the Student 
Union. For more information, call 
Chantra at 472-2465. 
Campus Crusade
 for Christ 
"Nightlife," a time fix  worship,
 prayer, fellowship 
and hearing the Word will 
take place at 8 p.m. at the 
Spartan Memorial. For more 
information, call Mark 
Depoid 421-9281. 
FRIDAY 
School of Art and Design 
An art 
exhibit  featuring student galleries
 will take place 
from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
 building. For more 
information,  call the gallery office
 at 924-4330. 
Catholic 
Campus  Ministry 
Daily 




 Ministry Chapel. For 
more  
information,





Catholic Campus Ministry 
"Faithful 
Citizenship"
 will take place at 6 
p.m. in the 
Catholic Campus 
Ministry
 lounge. For more 
information, call 
Father











 Comments such 
as, "So, do 
you have a 
real











  people in the service in-
dustry 
probably  













another  job. 
 Did I 
remember
 to tip 
the  bartender? 
It is common for 









 get the check 









 Am I taking a tone with the "help"? For 
whatever reason, when people dine, some of 
them think they have the right to talk down 
to 
servers.  While this may not be  done blatant-
ly, hints of this can be observed by comments 
such
 
as, "This is not what I 
ordered. Get it away 
from me," 
with
 a weird eyebrow movement and 
whispering in front of the server. 
 Am I being flexible?
 In the restaurant, 
there 
are a lot of things
 that can happen that are out of the 
server's control. Disasters such as the kitchen and bar are 
backed up,
 the 
kitchen  runs out of 
something
 or making a hu-
man error are each things to consider. 
Don't freak out. At the 
most,  
it will probably take 
15
 minutes to get 
things
 
sorted  out, 
and, chances are, you might even score a free drink
 or dessert 
because of the 
"disaster.",
 
 Am I talking 
on the
 cell phone? If you 
are  talking 
on 
your cell phone, don't expect 
service,  If you have a problem 










 her lungs? Again, if you are, just remember
 you are a 
nuisance to everyone around you. We know that you can't con-
trol 





 a walk 
outside.  








jokes or at least try 
to make a comment 
to them along the lines 
of, "So, how 
long
 have 
you  worked here?" or "What do you 
study?" You might even walk away from dinner with a new fa-
vorite server. 
 
Ann I a jerk? Some diners are. If you don't
 ask yourself 
these questions and are rude to your servers,
 may bad service 









This is thefinal appearance of 
"Oxymoron"
 this semester. 
RELOADING  






She's a 20 -year -old African Atnerican. I'm a 45 -year -old 
white male. 
With seemingly little in common, how did we become 
friends in one 
conversations  online? 
Simple. She needed someone to talk with, anti I was will-
ing to listen. 
People who have problems and need to talk  that's not 
uncommon. We all have times 
like that. 
But people who listen  really take the time to listen  
well, it seems like they're becoming harder to find every day. 
I was in a chat room the day after Thanksgiving. At one 
point, I 
was  in a one-on-one conversation,  but I was also 
watch-
ing what was 
happening  in the main room. 
I noticed someone come in with the screen 
name ConfusedOne. That caught my atten-
tion. 
The persons said she had 
a problem and 
asked if anyone had time to talk. 
I sent a quick message that I could talk with 
her shortly. As I was wrapping up Iny other 
conversation, though,
 I saw someone else offer 
to talk 
with  her. 
Back in the main room, I watched. Neither 
ConfusedOne nor the person who had 
offered  
to talk with her was inn the general
 discussion, 
and I didn't want 
to
 interrupt their conver-
sation. 
. After a while, I decided to drop a quick note to Confuse-
dOne privately.1 said if she 
needed to talk with someone later 
to look for me. 
Sbe immediately responded,




 than stay in the chat room, we 
switched  to IIIStallt 
messaging, and she began to tell 
me
 a story of heartache. 
She had met someone 
online  a month earlier. She was in 
Dallas; lie was 
in New York. 
They




didn't say much about how, things had proceeded  
only 
that he was now saying how much he 
loved her. 
(A warning siren went off in 




 was in the midst 
airs




Oh, and he was about
 to be evicted from his apartment.
 
Could she help him 





ALL OVER 'IT1E PLAC En) 
Sine asked, does this sound 
legitimate,  or could it be a 
scam?
 
I could have instantly listed a dozen things for "What is 
wrong with this picture?" 
I 
knew,  however, that she wasn't ready for a direct
 .nnswer. 
Instead, she had to first sort out matters. 
I began by asking what the other person from the chat room 
; had said to her. 
Apparently, after hearing only 
a few details, that person said 
something like, 
"You
 should send some money to hint and, oh, 
, can I tell you about these cute shoes I just found?" 
Yeesh! In a situation like that, you don't ask, "Can we talk 






to ask ConfusedOne about 
herself
 rather than 
ask about NewYorkGuy
 right away. 
And I listened. 
I learned she had a major falling-out 
with her family a fern 
years 
back. 
I learned she had been 
CM her own since then, working and 
going to school. 
I learned that only recently had lier family 
relationships  
started mending. 
Only after I hail it good sense of who she was  which took 
more
 than an hour  did I ask
 about NcwYorkGuy. 
I learned how he was
 sweet-talking Con-
filsedOne and touching her heart. 
I also learned, though, about the doubts she 
had. 
Only then  after  another hour or more  
was I ready to give her feedback. 
I repeated back inconsistencies she herself 
had mentioned. 




that  she was still young and 








 been talking 
at 2 a.m., 
when
 she was probably not think-
ing 
clearly.  
Even though we talked for hours that Friday, she still felt 
somewhat confused. 
So we spoke the next clay, 
again
 
for  hours. This time, she 






message conversation with Newl'orkGuy. 
Now, though, I didn't have to say a lot. She was looking at 
it with fresh eyes, analyzing it and spotting so much she had 
not seen before. 
A part of lier heart still wanted to believe him. More and 
more, though, she saw that things didn't add up and that, aside 
from 
NewYoricGuy's  




for  her. 
I gave her a lot of my time over those two days, but by lis-
tening,









and hurting  which I consider an invaluable use of time.. 










 for her. 
I'm not trying to pat myself on die back, though. What I 
did, anyone might
 have clone. 
My point is that at times, we each hurt, and at other times, 
we each can help someone who is 
hurting. 
To close this column,
 then, I want to use a quote from two 
noted philosophers, Bill S. Preston, Esq., and Ted "Theodore" 
Logan ... and I might as svell use the whole quote
 just to close 
out  the semester: 
"Be excellent 
to
 each other! 
And 
... 













THERE APE A LOT OF 
HOMELESS PEOPLE 
ON 
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 Seusy, center, a junior animation 
student,  laughs about her victory after a 
game of old maid, 
while Vincent Rondaris, left, an 
undeclared  junior, and Danny Men, a 
sophomore  animation major, con-
sole each other. 
The students said they are always hanging out in 
the same place, the lower level of the 
Student  Union, playing 


























































was a big factor in 
slowing
 










"You don't have to 




 Payne said. "Just go 
for  a 
walk 



























"1 think I 
(will  try) to make

















 he could relate 
to a lot of 
issues
 in the lecture.
 
"I identify 
with a lot of 
things  he 
was  
referring 
to," Warren said. 
"Just 
hearing someone
 with his credentials
 
talking  about it really 




audience  members said the 
presentation
 was an important 
re-
minder
 to maintain healthy habits 
tliroughout
 
"It really reminds 
me just to stay 
active,"
 said Barbara Conry, a human 
performance professor. 
Conry  said she  takes long-distance  
walks around her neighborhood when 
she has the dine. 
It's critical
 to establish healthy hab-
its, especially at an early age, she said. 
"I think getting young people to 
love anr1 enjoy 
physical  activity goes a 
long way," Conry said. 
Solite audience members said they 






Chris Rose, a staff member at the 
bookstore, 
said  he was shocked to hear 
how  inany people in America  were 100 
or 
older.  
"When he showed how many peo-
ple 
would  lie
 100, I thought, 'That 
number's huge,'" Rose said. 
Rose added that he would definite-
ly find 
more svays to 
incorporate  phys-
ical activity into his daily regimen. 
"I think I could try svalking to more 
islaces," he said. 













 to work  
With  
that
 athletics  
director."
 






!Theses]  he, 










 here. I 
was  
an athlete here. I was an 
assistant
 
coach here. I've been a head coach 
here. 






 said. "You'd like
 to 
think that kind 
of experience would 
be beneficial to a committee, Ian 
that's 
up














 the COM" 
mittee 
officially,  they each have 
their osvn take on the 
challenges 
that will await 
the neW athletics 
director. 
"The 
biggest issue hwing 
this  
athletics
 director is 
how  to make 
football
 work," St. Clair
 said, 
Piraro
 said Kassing 
understands 
what
















































































and I don't think a 
baseball
 
'mach  or 















"Do you necessarily have to have 
a thotball 























rector will need) 




























tO he able 



















to make that work? 
I 
don't  think so." 
Sam Piraro, 
head baseball coach 
gram, agreed and 
said the new di-







ple in the community to get involved 
with the department," lie said. 
Piraro, who said most of the fimds 
he uses for die  
baseball
 program come 




will be a top priority for whoever
 is se-
lected to the  
position,
 
"As the athletics 
director, you ba-
sically sell
 the fact that this is a 
good 
investment,"
 Piraro said. "You have
 
to realize that you are die 
representa-
tive of this 












consistency M the 
deliartnient  













.11  years here 
at San 













































living in the area. 
Another
 of ['intro's
 concerns is 
how 


































































"The (athletics directors) that I 
felt were niost effCctive were
 the ones 
who 
had the 




coaches," Piraro  said. "Successtid 
(athletics directors) .., understand the 
coaching experience and the day-to-
day operations 
 the off-season, re-
cruiting season, during
 the season." 
Ile added that SJS11
 
hiss also had 











way  and 
it has been that wav for years," Piraro 
said, "Sometimes that has been part of 
the 
criteria   to go out and
 get a big 
name to make in feel good about our-
selves."
 




someone  who 
fits the necessary 
cri - 
tent,









 have been an ex-
cellent decision," he said. "If someone 





































































five -month legislative 
push to 
respond to the 
recommen-
















not succeed, the 
Senate's  
action  one day after the 
House  
passed the 
bill  was a quiet affair: 
an 
89-2  vote, with Sens.






hofe, R -Okla.,  
casting the only nega-
tive 
votes,  
President Bush har promised to 
sign the 
legislation
 into law quick-
ly. He personally 
intervened to save 
the bill after House Speaker J. 
Den-
nis Hastert, R-111., 
decided not to 
bring it to a floor
 vote over the objec-
tions 




 law, the Pentagon 





bill would transfer some of 
that authority to the new national in-
telligence director, 
wlio  will write the 




not provide combat support. 
The national 
intelligence  direc-
tor also will be able to 
shift limited 
ainounts
 of' Iiinds Iron' one program 
or agency to another,
 and to reassign
 
some personnel from one 







the president's chief 
intelligence ad-
viser. 





charged  with en-
suring that the government's war on 
terror does not infringe on civil liber-
ties and privacy. 
Still,
 the American 
Civil  
Liber-
ties Union saisl it was opposed to the 
measure.
 
"This restructuring, svill centralize 
thus intelligence community's surveil-
lance powers, 
increasing the likeli-
hood for government abuses, without 
creating sufficient  corresponding 
safeguards," the organization
 said in 
a statement. 
The bill, 
which  rims 
snore than 
600 pages and contains many lass. en 






 Increase the number of deten-
tion beds available to 








 Make it easier for the govern-
ment to track suspected









dependently of any organization, 
 Establish 




of' some of those 
slain
 
in the 2001 terrorist attacks 
on the 
World Trade 





























-Conn.,  the 
ranking
 










Sept. 11 Commission,. 
That panel found 
that
 the lack of 
a single,







svhich the nation's 15 spy 
agencies  of-






voted hundreds of hours to nego-
tiating the details of the bill since 
Senate 'Majority Leader Bill Frist, R -
Tenn  turned 
to their little
-noticed  
committee,  rather  than 
the 
Armed  
Services or Intelligence committees, 
to tackle the most sweeping rework-
ing 
of the intelligence community
 in 
decades.  
Even as a string of senators rose 
on the chamber's floor Wednesday 
to praise the bipartisan 
effort
 that 
had produced the bill, some said they 
believed that Senate negotiators had 
made too many concessions to the 
House.  
Sen, Carl Levin of Michigan, 
ranking Democrat on the Armed Ser-
vices Committee, said he was "mysti-






sion of the bill meant to ensure the 
independence and objectivity 
of in-
telligence 
gathering.  [es-in had writ-
ten
 several of those provisions in what 
he 
said was an effort to 
Stop the po-
liticization of intelligence. 
Sen. Robert 
C. Byrd, D-W.Va., 
decried the speed
 with which Con-




 important governmental re-
form that it deserved far more scruti-
ny; lawmakers received die final ver-
sion just hours before
 voting. 
But Sen. John McCain, R -Ariz., 
who joined forces with Lieberman 
after Sept, 11 to push for 
creation  of 
the  commission, said he believed the 




played a key role in negotiating the 
final bill. Holise menther 
and former 
secretary
 of Defense, 
Cheney was: tapped by Bush to per-
suade House Armed Services COM-
tilittee Chairman Dtinean Hunter, 
R




I hinter had joined forces with House 
Judiciary Committee Chairman F. 
James Sensenlsrenner Jr., R-Wis., tin 
block it last isiotitls.
 
Hunter had argued
 that the bill 
could have endangered troops during 
times  
of war 
because  it flailed to pro-
tect the 

















am - 12 Midnight 
Wednesday 15 




8:00 am - 12 Midnight 
Friday 17 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
sponsored  by
 the 















lifeline or teachers 
Eliza 
Gutierrez




 a Headstart program teacher
 at the Franklin House, loads up 
a bag of purchases from the 
Resource  
Area for Teachers warehouse on 
Saturday. "We give each other 
ideas  on how to use surplus 
materials,"
 she said, 
referring to the group 
of teachers who shop there together on 
the weekends. 






 for their 
classrooms  




 of their next les-
son plans can find new ideas ancl raw 
materials at the 
Resource Area for 
Teachers.
 
Located off Ridder Park Road,
 the 
Resource Area for Teachers warehouse
 
is somewhat
 like a Wal-Mart filled 
with unused office 
supplies,  odds and 





 the executive director 
and founder of the 
Resource  Area for 
Teachers, said the idea for the 
ware-
house 
came  to her when she was a 
teacher.  
"I was scrounging for the 
materi-
als I needed to form 




would  go and ask 
companies
 for 
their surplus material, and created new 
things from them." 
Simon 
said the warehouse store, 
which is 
going into its 10th year 
of 
existence, is a place
 for mostly large 
corporations to take 
what they nor-
mally conceived as 
junk,  and give it 
a second life as 
materials  for teach-
ers. 
The materials are 
collected  and 
grouped
 together into kits
 that are 




"(I realized) we 
could bring every-
thing to a large




"We're really trying 
to expand the 
reach of (the Resource 
Area  for Teach-
ers)." 
The activity 
kits,  which are de-
signed for
 use by about 25 








teachers  to buy, Simon 
said.  
A kit designed for 
kids
 to build 
their own 
spectroscope,  a device 
used  
to break 
light into different 
colors,
 
sells  at the Resource
 Area for Teach-





 a senior education 
specialist for the 
Resource Area for 







Clark said her team
 did not have to 
work to hard to find ideas 
because
 the 
group is in 
touch with theories from 
math and science.
 






































(ideas)  that already,  exist,"
 Clark 
said. 














 said the kit that shows the 
"Brazil
 Nut Effect" 





liter  soda 
bottles,




processed, and a 
marble in 
colored






 up and down. 
Teachers can also come









Amy Strage, a professor
 of child 
and adolescent development, said 
she has taken her students there to 
develop 
learning  plans they may use 
in the 
future. 
"It's a wonderful resource for 
teachers to use in developing their 
curricula," 
Strage said. 
Some students of the child and 
adolescent development depart-
ment volunteered at the ware-
house and 
received  free workshops 
on developing different experi-
ments. 
Strage
 said she used materials 
from the
 Resource Area for Teach-




ratio  of the earth. 
"One experiment that comes 
to 
mind is 
using  a small globe you can 
fit in your 
palm," Strage said. 
"We circle the kids around
 and 
they toss the
 ball at each other. Then 
we 
record whether their left thumb 
is over
 land or 
water."
 
Kathy  Taylor, a second grade 
teacher for 
West  Valley Elemen-
tary 
School in Cupertino and 
member of the Resource Area for 
Teachers, said she enjoys coming 
to the 
warehouse  to snoop around 
and look at the different items 
they have. 
"It's a good 
place for new teach-
ers  to get started," said Taylor, who 
has been teaching for 27 years. 
"And it's good for a 
person like 
me who's
 been teaching forever." 
STRIKE I Employees
 to strike today in front







and the employees at San 
Jose State 







 said in a statement 
that the CSU has informed the 
union repeatedly that the informa-
tion is confidential and protected 
by federal law. Pores -Fellow said 
the CSU would 
not violate stu-
dents' 






the CSU has 
been bargain-
ing with the 
United  Auto-
mobile Workers, 















resent  different 
groups,
 such as 
dates.
 
Both parties are bargaining for 
a first contract regarding wages and 
working conditions for 6,000 student 
employees. Their responsibilities in-




 that the 
United Automobile Workers is 
at-
tempting
 to influence 
the outcome 
of bargaining 
by calling for an illegal 
strike and filing ms unfair
 labor prac-
tice charge. with the 
Public Employ-  
"The union is not 
legally 
permitted  to 
strike as a way to 
pressure










ment Relations Board," Potes-Fellow 
said. 
"The
 union is not legally per-
mitted to strike as 
a way to pressure 
the CSU to make 
bargaining  con-
cessions. We will be addressing
 the 





to negotiate a 
fair contract fell 
through
 last Friday, 
Lee said. 
Another  meeting is scheduled  for 
Dec. 16 to 





































there  are 500 
student 
em-




ing English, biology, philosophy and 
comtnunications. 




ing Lee, lecture classes, grade papers 
and prepare 
syllabuses.  
Lee, who teaches 
Introduction  to 







for  the three -
unit course 
and he spends roughly 80 
to 100 
hours grading papers. In addi-
tion, he has
 an hour -and -a -half of of-
fice hours each 
week.  
For 
all that work, he said 
he
 gets 
paid roughly $530 a month. 
He said he's not aware of 
classes
 or 
labs that employees have to teach
 to-
morrow. If there are classes,
 the em-
ployees are 
obligated  to cancel the 
classes,  he said. 
Irene 
Miura, executive assistant to 
the 
president, said she met with 
several
 
students last week, recorded their con-
cerns and sent them to interim 
Presi-
dent  Don Kassing. 
However,
 bargaining is 
done  at the 
CSU level, not on 
a campus -by -cam-
pus basis, she 
said. 
Kassing 
does  not have a position on 
the issue 
because
 it's at the CSU level, 
Miura said. 
Some




they weren't aware of the strike. 
Janet Stemwedel, an assistant
 pro-
fessor in the philosophy 
department,  




"Everyone's  feeling pinched," 
Stemwedel 
said. She said the problem 
lies
 with the system. The workload has 
increased and there are fewer resourc-
es, she said. 
Phillip Williamson, a senior philos-
ophy major, said the university is tak-
ing advantage of the 
cheap labor. 
He said he wouldn't be able to 
work other
 full-time jobs as a stu-
dent and a grader in the philosophy 
department.
 
Employees will be striking out-
side the Spartan Bookstore from 7:30 















Dec.  1 













 30- Jan. 2 
Celebrate 
Hew  Year's 
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WASHINGTON   Outer  
space
 





Wednesday by the Senate to regulate 
commercial human spaceflight. 
The




the final minutes of the 108th 
Congress, would authorize the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration to issue 
permits allowing private spacecraft 




The agency would also 
regulate  
the young industry, which 
'was
 in-
vigorated  by the successful flights of 
a privately financed
 manned rocket 
over California's 
Mojave  Desert in 
October. 
While laws exist to regulate
 pri-
vate -sector 








 Even without 
one, 
entrepreneurs  have announced 
plans to offer
 private space flights
 
within several years, and 
wealthy 
thrill -seekers are plunking down
 de-
posits. 
The  Commercial 
Space Launch 
Amendments  Act of 2004, by 
Rep. 
Dana 
Rohrabacher,  R -Calif., passed 
the House last 
month  and will now 
go to the president 
for  his signature. 
This is a great victory






























































































after  the bill becomes 
law. Before 
then,  the agency may 
restrict 
design
 features or operating 





a serious or 
fatal  injury to passen-
gers or crew,
 or caused an unsafe un-
planned 
event.  
Rohrabacher  and industry 
lob-
byists
 contended that space tourists
 
must fly at their own risk, and that 
more stringent safety  
regulations  
would  stifle innovation. Some 
Dem-








 of the risks involved, and 
the Federal Aviation Administration 
may issue regulations to protect the 
non -flying public's health and 
prop-
erty and 
the  country's national 
secu-
rity





























(Financial  Aid, 
Records,  
etc.),
 can now send 
you critical 
information  via 
messages  
inside  PeopleSoft. 
Log  in daily to 
see if any new 
messages 
await  you. 
FACULTY:
 Self-SeNce
 access WU 
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faculty 
members in 
January.  No training
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STAFF:
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More information is 
available
 for students, faculty 
and 
staff 
on the MySJSU 
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page. 



































































































last meeting of the 

















funds  will 
help the 
group 
















 gave a 
presentation
 to ask the
 A.S. to 
support  
part

















 said if 
the  A.S, 
were
 able to 
support  the 
group's
 fund, it 
would  be nice. 
The 
A.S. board































ed States, and 
San Jose State 














 be able to 
graduate  from the 
program and 
will  have to find 
a program outside
 of California 
or find 
another degree program 
that
 includes the same 
classes  at 











tegic plan that Dorothy
 
Poole,  



























(would)  look like," Poole said. 
Parts of
 
the strategic plan include having enough park-
















 by the end of January









for the next A.S. election,
 and the board will 
have  a 
special  
meeting 
next Wednesday to discuss
 the manual. 






 worked very hard this semester. 
Nguyen looked 






 semester and said even though there 
were always difficulties 
in the beginning, the A.S. members 
could go through those. 
Nguyen said 
he's  pretty much satisfied with the student
 
attendance at A.S. 
events,  
"When we put up the 
barbecue, hundreds of students 
were 
out,That was great," he 
said.  
The next A.S. meeting is 
on











of being in a certain 
social class. 
"The  Bible was the 
earliest  Puritan 
commodity," Rycenga 
said.  
As the infant 
morality  rate de-
creased, children were 
no longer con-
sidered undisciplined, 
sintid  kids that 
needed to be trained,
 but children 
who embodied innocence,
 .ind who 
were 
more  deserving of gifts, Ry-
cenga said. 
Social 
class  also played a major role 
in bringing about the celebration of 
Christmas. 
In addition, the giving of gifts, 
such 
as
 books, proved that the fam-
ily was literate and therefore, of higher 
class than those who could not  read. 
"All forces converge to form the 




She also said that they found
 it 
was more effective to promote gift 
giving as a was. to sell goods instead 
of 






















was born. They traveled from mod-
ern-day Iraq 
and Iran to Bethlehem to 
celebrate
 the 
birth  of Jesus. The 
men, 
who were also astronomers, came 
with 
the very 








generated to what it is today." Abley 
said.
 
The changing in Flow Americans 
celebrate Christmas continued, espe-
cially when 
the Christmas tree was in-
troduced. 
The  idea of the Christmas tree was 
first 
starred  in Germany in the 19th 
ten 111 ry. It was later brought to 
Great 
Britain and
 eventually the United
 
States, said 



























 the campus's look 
aesthetically
 should come

























Two of the 
goals  
formed by 




achieved:  the 
Dr,  Martin 
Luther  
King
 Jr, Joint 
Library 




















which is  















tion and the 
state of the 
economy,  
phase 2 and 
phase 3 are
 being put 
on hold," he said. 












































mas tree was traditionally a 
commu-
nity event, but that the new tradition 
of having a Christmas trees in each 
person's house demonstrated a differ-
ent reason why Americans celebrated 
Christmas. 
"It showed the importance to hav-




 developed, such 
as Santa Claus, Christmas songs and 
Christmas books. 
Guenter said that the
 image of 








was drawn by Thomas 
Nash, a cartoonist,
 in the 19th centu-
ry, and that "Rudolph
 the Red -Nosed 
Reindeer" was 
written  by Robert May 
in 1939 as an ad for the retail 
store 
Montgomery  Ward. 
Guenter also said that 
the  image 
associated with an 
"old-fashioned
 
Christmas" was because of 
Charles
 
Dickens book, "A Christmas
 Carol." 
" 'A Christmas Carol' depicted a 




carolers'  clothes are 
from a historical
 period of time, Guet-
ner said, so that when Christmas
 car-
olers  go to the malls 
dressed  in a tradi-
tional 
English  dress, they 




look forward to this 
time of year, 
others
 are disappointed 
with 
what the 












 said that he 
is disgusted 
with how 





Christmas. I do 
love the family 
get-
togethers,  the family
 and  the pageant-
ry. 
It's grotesque that
 there's all this 
religious
 fervor of how 





said that as child,
 he had a 
Christmas
 tree, which he 
considers  
the initiation




we are taught that we 
are witnessing
 the great blessing of 
God," 
Keady said, "but in reality telt 
gion is just being
 marketed." 
Keady said that if he could change 
how 
Christmas is celebrated, he 
would "keep the good parts," such as 
the 
family





 for those who were
 not raised 
Christian,
 however, the 
holiday
 season 




 in the 
sense 
that  I'm a believer 
in Christ, 
because  I'M not," 
Professor  Rycenga 
said.
 She said she does,
 however, try to 
be with her family 
and  honor the sea-
son by being out in nature 
and appre-
ciating the 









While  there is no 
set WAy Of cel-
ebrating  Chrisnnas, 





 during the 





important (than) yourself it's 
really 
the 
spirit  of Christmas and of  
giving 
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wild  horses, burros for slaughter 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON








bought  or sold for 
slaugliter
 
under  a 
provision






 bill that President 
Bush 
signed into 








for use as 
'neat in  
foreign 





years  old or, if 















money  from 
sales to go to the In-
terior 
Department's




wild  horses 





who sponsored the 
amendment  to 
the 
1971 
Wild Free -Roaming Horses 
and Burros Act, 
said  he believed most 
horses would wind up 




his intent was to 
spur the BIA 
to get serious about its 
adoption program, 
"These animals Use













 while their 
sale is a last re-
sort,  Iris
 
our hope that bringing this 
problem
 
to light will 
motivate  the 
'federal 
agencies
 and horse advocates 
alike, 
and  offer new opportunities 














law had not yet 
been analyzed
 by officials there to 
see 
how they will 
comply with it. "Since 
A day 
at































 as inhumane, 
misguid-
ed and likely to 
reduce the 
genetic  pool. 
"There's 
going  to be less individu-
als and 
more  chances of inbreeding," 
said





 Society for the 
Pro-
tection of Mustangs itod Burros 
in 
Bantry, S.D. "Right now there 
really 
is little to no 
inbreeding  
in herds." 





herds, said cattle, not wild hors-
es, are the main culprit in overgraz-
ing 
of
 public lands. She







Megan Kung / Daily Staff 
Leo 
Mendoza,  who has been homeless for the past two years, stands outside the Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. Joint Library on Wednesday.
 He was unable to get into the homeless shelters because they 
were too 
crowded,
 so he spent his day at the library. 
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around  every corner, life 
as 
executive  editor for 
the Spartan Daily 
can 









somebody who isn't go-
ing to 
panic,"
 said Richard 
Craig,  associate 
professor
 in the 







 for the 
paper, Ken 
Lo-
















"He's  sort of 
honed  those 
skills  being a 
(resident
 adviser)
 because if 
any  job is go-
ing
 to drive you
 crazy, it's 






Craig,  who 
also
 serves as 
an adviser to the paper. 
A 21 -year
-old senior 








Daily  this Fall, 
Lotich  will 
mark his 
fourth  consecutive
 semester of 
being  on the campus
 paper when 
he takes 
over
 as executive 
editor. 
"It's 
been  interesting for
 me to watch 
his 
evolution because 




 and he's learned 
so much and 
he's grown 








 over the 
course
 of his 
time
 on the paper, Lotich
 has shown he's 





Shaw, lecturer for the 
department  
and fellow
 adviser to the 
paper,  agreed. 
"He cares very 
much about the other 
people 
on the Daily and he's always 
look-
ing 
for ways to kind of improve 
things,"  
Shaw said. 
Craig said that Lotich will have some 





 McLain, this semester's 
outgoing  executive editor. 
McLain, who worked with Lotich on 
the school 
newspaper  when the two at-
tended 
Washington
 High School in Fre-
mont, said 
that Lotich's best assets include 




Wilcox,  director 
of the depart-
ment and one of the people responsible 
in 
selecting Lotich as incoming executive ed-
itor, 
said that Lotich was chosen due to Isis 





think  he'll be excellent," Wilcox said. 
Lotich said he originally
 came to San Jose 
State University as a business major with an 
interest in 
human  resources. 
He said his pas- ' 
sion for 




 on his 
-high school 
paper  and after being chosen  as 
a reporter lbr the San Jose 










journalists  into a 
two-week 
course in which students
 work 
side
 by side 
with Mercury News reporters on the SJSU 
campus to produce their own paper, Lo-
tich said.
 
The Spartan Daily's advertising de-




Filice, a junior advertising 
major, 
will
 join the paper for 
the first time. 
as the incoming advertising director for 
next semester. 
"He's got some flavor," said GlimnIGuer-
riero, a junior advertising major who is the 
outgoing advertising 
director.
 "He's going to 
be very well qualified for the position." 
Filice, who came to SJSU last semes-
ter to finish his degree after taking about 
15 years off from college, was previously 
the president and activities coordinator of' 
San Jose City College's 
marketing pro-
gram and has been in outside sales for 20 
years, including marketing and manage-
ment, he said. 
Guerriero said that normally', a new 
director is chosen from the paper's adver-
tising staff, but
 this semester, there were 
no takers. He 
said Titn Hendrick, feculty 
adviser for the Spartan Daily's 
advertis-
ing staff, had Filice in one 
of
 his adver-
tising classes and approached him about 
the 
position.  




 said. "I look for 
someone with maturity
 and with kind of' 
a skill set for selling 
advertising  because 
that's what this position 
really  is about." 
Guerriero said that how 
well
 a person 
does as advertising director depends on his 
or her 
personality.  
"You've got to be self -motivated 
easily  









 said lic felt he had




 into the 
position,
 
including becoming a 
good
 leader and 
keeping a constant




Rice said he is 
looking
 fbrward to all 
of the 
personalities  and learning 
experi-





 / Daily Staff 
Christopher Filice, left, and Ken Lotich will be taking over as Advertising 




but he is also
 
expecting  challenges, 
"Nothing  ever runs smoothly 100 
percent," 
Ellice  said. "(VII be) just 
trying to stay on top of everything 
(and) trying 
to foresee challenges or 
obstacles  that can pop up." 
Load), 
the incoming executive 
editor, said he 





Daily to he a commu-
nity newspaper as well ass univer-
silT 
Winter break 




Daily Ste Writer 
For some students and feculty 
at San Jose State University, winter 
break will be clays full of relaxing, ski-
ing or 
snowboarding and spending 
time with friends 
and family. 
Freshman Timm Scanlon, a com-
puter engineering major, said he 
would
 return to 
San Diego on Dec. 
17 to the good Mexican food that he 
has been missing while 
he has been in 
San  Jose. 






first semester at SJSU, but he is look-
ing forward to going 
home even 
though it means staying at 
his  par-
ents' house. 
"It'll be worth it to see my high 
school friends,"
 he said. 
Students are not the only ones who 
look forward to renirning home dur-
ing the break. 
Elizabeth 
Weiss, assistant pro-
fessor of anthropology, said she 
plans to go Ironic to Arizona and 
spend 
time with her family. Weiss 
said she is a first -year professor and 
has two new classes to 
prepare
 for, 
but she also wants to kick her heels 
up a 
little.  
"I plan to spend every weekend go-
ing two -stepping," she said.
 
Two -stepping is a form of country 







ray Sum said he has 
been
 attend-
ing extra sessions of school for 
two years, and 
this
 will be his first 
break.
 
"Along with the regular 
semes-
ter classes, I've been taking summer 
and
 winter session classes 10 r two 
years 
straight," Sum said, "1 plan to 




While  some students will be tak-
ing a break from 
studying,  others plan 
to hit 
the books hard during the win-
ter session to get a 
difficult  course out 
of 
the way or shave some time 
off 
their graduation dates. 
"I 
want  to take 
winter
 session so I 
don't extend my 
years  in college," said 
Jonathan  Al uko, a junior
 management 
information
 systems Major. 




home  to 
Los Angeles l'or 
Christmas, but will 
be back in San Jose he) 'ore
 New Year's 
Eve to prepare Ihr
 winter session. He 










work  because financial 
ac-
counting is an intense
 class that's piled 
up in three weeks," 
he said, "I saved up 










of the way, winter






work part  time hours 
during the normal semester the ability 




lill, a senior health science 
major,  said 
sire 
worked  part
-dine hoots  
as a lab assistant at Kaiser 
Permanente  
during the Fall
 semester while taking 
18 units 
and will work Mil -time dur-
ing
 the break. 
"I 
really  need a vacation, but I can't 
afford














 also have to sup-
port 









SJSU for income. 











Christensen said lie had a busy se-
mester and is looking 
forward to going 
skiing
 l'or 1 week and 
having several 






 San Carlos Street 
San Jose, CA 95112 
Tel: 













PASSPORT  PHOTOS 
Other Ser 
tikes: 
Mailbox Rentals, Faxing, Laininating, Binding, Key Duplicating 
Greeting Cards, Office Supplies, 




*Great  Clips 
for
 hair 
121 E. San Carlos Street
 
San 













































that are going to produce
 a 
quality 
paper that we've had for Al 
years," I .otich said. 
Lotich said next semester, he 




sion of the paper so that trews would 
Ire updated









delivery  of the actual
 
paper.  
fle also said he will be moving the 
arts and entertainment section that 
previously ran on Fridays to Thurs-
days 
for  better exposure. 
IcLain said there WC re some 
things this semester that 
the  staff 
wasn't able to accomplish, such as 
editorials, but it was Lotich who 
was  key in bringing back "Crime 
Blotter," the paper's 
weekly  recap of 
campus crime. 
She said Lotich's new 
posi  rums 
is a natural  step for
 him 
because  





was surpriseLl he 
applied Mr 
the job given that the position 
is 
equally as time- 

















Spartan Shops, Inc. 
Statement of Financial Condition 












Returns  to publishers 
554,526
 6.63-1 









Total Current Assets 
5.337,306  











 fixed assets 


























 liabilities  
Total 
















































































 it the modular 

























































































































and  Silver 
Nails  II at 1080
 Blos-
som 
Hill  Road, 
Teresa 
Chagoya,  a 
spokesperson
 for 







she  was unable
 to release 
the names 
of 













salons  are 
located
 within a 
five -mile 
radius  of one 
another.  
The 






ment  and the manager
 of Silver Nails 
II
































































mon  in nature. 
"You can find




 she said. 
. 
In addition,
 it can also be 
found  in 
soil,  Chagoya 
said.  
The 
bacterium  is invisible
 to the 
human eye and
 the only way it 
can be 
detected is 
by having a lab 
test done, 
where a 
doctor  will take 








 insect or spider bites 
and 
then 
manifest  into boils that 
eventual-
ly 
erupt  and never seem to heal, Cha-
goya 
said,  
She said the boils usually 
appear on 
the lower
 half of the legs, a 
good  in-
dicator 
these  whirlpool foot 
spas  may 
be the guilty
 party in this investigation
 
because these



































nails left behind in 
the 
tubs, 
If spa owners do 






tomers, the bacteria 
may still be lingering 















owner of A 
8c. T 






 the corner from 
Nails 
National  salon, said 
when 
she 
engages in the process 
of
 cleaning the 
baths, she starts 
off  by washing out 
the baths using soap and warm 
water. 
She then uses a product called Barbi-
cide,
 










































ing a big, 
blue bowl 
she  





Trinh does offer this op-
tion to her customers, she said most of 
her customers insist on using the baths 
because
 they give them a sense of re-
laxation. 
One thing Trinh said she does in 






















The SPARTAN DAILY 






is there any guarantee implied. 
The classified columns of the 
Spartan Daily consist of paid 
advertising and offerings are 
not 
approved  or verified




DELI HELP: $10/HR. M -F. 






Positions.  Oak Grove 
Soh! Dist. 
$15.84/hr.
 Must be 
capable
 of driving an types of 
District  transportation vehicles. 
Must submit copy of valid 
CA Dr. 
Lie.
 & CA School Bus 
Driver's Cert,  W/Application.
 Call 
Barbara in Human Resources. 
6578 Santa Teresa Blvd, San 
Jose. CA 95119 (408)227-8300 
X280. Open Until Filled. 
GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERNSHIP 
Fox Racing. Inc. is seeking a 
motivated
 person to join 
our  
print design team. 
This 
posi-
tion is located in Morgan Hill 
Must be a  3rd or 4th yr graphic 
design student and available to 
work
 a minimum
 of 3 days/wk. 
Opportunity for sketching and 
concepting with designers. 
Assist 
designers with research 
materials as needed includ-
ing 
scanning  and mock-up 
creation. Assist the print team 
with organization of library. 
Required to be proficient 
In CluarkXpress, Illustrator, 
Photoshop & Acrobat.
 Must be 
highly organized and a quick 
learner. Must posses ability to 
handle 
several




Must  be detail 
oriented.
 This is an excel-
lent 
environment
 to learn and 
lots of opportunity 
for growth! 
Email res, to hrOtoxracing,com
 
or fax 
(408)  852-6913. EOE 
www.foxracing.com 
UPS  SEASONAL 
Fa HELPERS 
Work  1-2 weeks 
for  some extra 
X-mas 




drivers  with delivery 
of packages. 






 until 8pm). 











 or Menlo 
Park. 
SWIM TEACHERS: Year-
round  program, indoor pool. 
Experience  with 










available.  Email 















4-14. Hours are 
2:30-6:00pm  











Cathy  244-1968 
x0X16 or fax 


















Classified  readers 
should be 
reminded that,
 when making 
these  further 






for goods or services. In 
addi-




 all firms offering 
employment  
listings








EARN EXTRA INCOME $$$$1 
. FT/PT. No experience neces-
sary. Flexible Around Schedule 
1-800-896-0720
 




 & Transport. 
www.angelaconsulting.com
 
Great Exp. & Resume
 Builder 
Call Peter 301-530-0976 
WORK STUDY: TUTORS 
NEEDED Grades 6-9 in Local 





CATAPULT LEARNING IS HIRING, 
Join one of the leading educa-
tion companies in the world 
& help San Jose students 
improve their Reading skills. 
Email your resume to 
NoCal.lobs@educate.com. 
WHAT IS THE JOB? 
Tutor small groups of elemen-
tary & middle school 
students
 
using scripted lessons 
& 
Catapult Learning materials. 
Will assess students 
& analyze 
students'
 work. Will communi-
cate with parents & teachers 
regarding  each students'
 prog-
ress. Will assist
 with program 
management 
& attend occa-
sional staff meetings.  
WHAT ELSE do I NEED to KNOW? 
Teaching certificate or work 
toward
 a state
 credential is 
pre-
ferred. 
Experience  In 
K-12
 edu-
cation  is a 
must.  Ability to teach 
English Language Learners 










kids can learn & positive out-
look are essential. 
This is an after school pro-
gram within 
the Alum Rock 
School
 District. Tutors will 
work approximately
 6-8 hrs/ 
wk, Paid training is provided.
 
Compensation Is $20 plus/hour. 
FITNESS/DANCE/LANGUAGE 
INSTRUCTOR  needed. Perfect 
for Student. 
$20-$25/hr.  Find 
out how you can also receive 
University  Credit  for this
 Job. 
Fax resume to 408-971-4761 




needed  for small exclusive 




 honest, able 
to do physical work. 
Prefer  exp 
working
 w/ dogs, but will 
train.  
Great























Send  cover letter & 
res: 
Marisa 




County,  1310S. Bascom
 
Ave..  San Jose, CA 
95128  or FAX 
(408) 287-8025
 or mcidre@ 
giriscoutsofscc.







Join the team 




REC DEPT. Positions 
Open 
Now For Leaders, Afterschool 
Elem, Sch. Age Child Care 
Recreation/Enrichment  
Programs. P/T, M -F 2-6:15pm 
Pay 
Range:  57.83-$11.32/hour 
starting depending on exp. No 












viduals to work at nearby malls 
private events & country clubs, 
FT/PT available We will work 




DMV. Lots of fun & earn good 
money. Call 
408-867-7275.  
ATTENTION:  SJSU STUDENTS 
WORK 
DURING  WINTER BREAK 
 HIGH 
STARTING  PAY 
 











-Internships  possible 
AGES 5-12 years In 





and after school recreation 
-Scholarships awarded 

















excellent training & a fun work 
sales/customer
 service 
environment. We can often 
-No experience 
necessary  
offer flex. hrs. around your 
-Training provided 
school schedule.
 This is a great 




 615-1500 9 am 
- 5 pm 
Call
 










for  Person 
with 
Party rental business. 




















Heavy lifting is required.
 
cants  
will have a California 
408-292-7876  
driver's license automobile 
insurance,
 a clean DMV 
record,
 
and a car. 





someone  with a disability 





judgement and decision -
making skills Is 
essential. The 
Roommate's 
major  duty Is to 
be available in the home from
 
8 p.m, to 9 a.m. Mon. -Fri. 
to assist the individual in the 
LOS ALTOS GRILL 
event of an 
emergency. During 
LOS 
ALTOS  VILLAGE 





 ALTOS, CA 
receives  an hourly 
wage.  The 
Now Accepting





 but Is 











IN PERSON 233 3rd cants 
who will be 
roommates 
to 
Street@San  Antonio 




are also looking for 










 Work part time, 
providing  
daily 
living  skills 
training
 for 
clients. The pay is 
$12/hour.  







































 MERCHANDISER: Are 
you seeking a 




noons? We are seeking a PT 
Merchandiser to service maga-
zines in Rite Aid stores. Retail 
exp, preferred:  must 
have  
strong 




 be able 
to work independently & in a 
team environment. Please call 
1-800 328 3967 x267 
WORLD  FINANCIAL GROUP 
Excellent career opportu-
nity In the mortgage industry. 
Lucrative commission splits. No 
licence required. Free on-line 
training,
 classroom training & 
mentoring program 
for all asso-
ciates. FT & PT positions avail-
able. 
Contact  Michael Dorsa 






Degree/Cred. NOT required. 
Oppty for teaching exp. Need car.
 
VM 408-287-4170x408 EOE/AAE 
EGG DONORS NEEDED! 
Healthy females ages 18-31 
Donate to infertile 
couples  




















Rob @ 408-691-3647 
SHARED 
HOUSING  
FEMALE  ROOMMATE: Non -
Smoker, 3 BD/2 BA Home. 
Safe & 
Quiet Area. 











MO. 2 BD/2FULL BA & 
2 BD/ 
IBA 
APTS.  WILL WORK With 
YOU on the DEPOSIT. 2 ELKS 
from SJSU. PARKING! CATS 
OKI W/D,  Water/Trash 
Paid.  
Great Roommate




CALL NOW, 408-378-1409 
LARGE
 
I EICIRM + APT 
Remodeled 
Victorian.  Close to 
SJSU, Off St. Prking Lrge
 Yrd 













 to have a 
skin
 
disease or nail fungus. 
As of May 17, a 
report from the 
State  of California
 Department of 
Consumer 






 a junior busi-




she  used to have a pedicure
 
done once a 
month. 
After hearing about
 the recent in-
vestigations  of the San Jose 
nail
 salons, 
Marquez  said, "I would be more care-
ful in finding
 a place." 
She said the 
cleanliness  of a salon 
is something that she would 
look out 
for when 





 would look out to 
see if the whirlpool baths are
 clean to 
begin
 with and also if the salon
 work-
ers clean
 the baths in between eta-
tomers. 
Sepidels
 Nassiripour, a graduate 
student studying nutrition,
 said she 
got a manicure and pedicure 
done  al-
most every week when she lived in Los 
Angeles.  
After  moving to San Jose, Nassi-
ripour said she often 
does manicures 
and pedicures herself because 
she  said 
the nail salons in 
San Jose seem to be 
much more 
expensive  than those in 
Los Angeles. 
Although






are  under 
investigation
 for 






 said she 
might 
still go to a salon in 
San Jose because 
she personally 
hasn't experienced any 
problems similar 
to the ones experi-
enced by people
 who were infected, 
Krystal 
Corpuz, a freshman 
pre-  , 
nursing major, said she had a pedicure 
done 
once.  
After hearing about the incidenc-
es 
in
 San Jose, Corpuz said,  "It makes 
me 
wonder  if it







would also have it done again because 
she hasn't experienced any of the 
symptoms the other wornen had. 
One SJSU student, who wished 
to remain 
anonymous,  said she had a 
manicure done once,
 but not a 
pedi-
cure. 
In reference to the 
investigations  
underway
 in San 
Jose, she said 
"Pedi-
cures are very
 dangerous because feet 
aren't very 
clean  to begin with." 
"I don't think 
it
 is worth sacrificing 



















Laundry. $1000/mo. 559-1356 
DUPLEX FOR RENT -526 
E. 
San  Salvador/11th. Walk 
to School. 1 BD 1 BA Upper 
Unit, Quiet View. Garage, 
Yard. $795/mo. W.D.R. Water, 
Trash, Gardener -PD. No pet. 
Applications at sign. 264-0871 
or wwwbobbassorjp.com 
2 
BDRM/2BATH  Alma@Vine 
Includes W/D $1050/mo
 + 








Friendly  Environment 
5 





Computer and Study rooms 





Call 924-6570 or stop by 
for  




360 S. 11th Street (between 
San Carlos & San Salvador) 
DECORATOR APT -UNIQUE 
Spanish Revival Charm. We 
are looking for a long term, 
financially responsible person 
who is clean, quiet & sober. 1 
bedroom with den, hardwood 
floors. This SF style
 flat has 
a yard 




553 So. 6th St. LOOK. THEN 
CALL) 408-286-0596 






tions for rooms available on 
So. 
13th  St. near Santa 
Clara  
St. This Is close to San Jose 
State 
University
 near the heart 
of San Jose. 
You'll  be within 
walking  distance to 
espying  
many of the downtown shops
 
& restaurants. All rooms have 
private entrances. Each room 
offers 
a private full 
bath,  indi-
vidual 
air  conditionaing & a 
small 
refrigerator.  Monthly park-
ing  passes may be available at 







laundry No pets Excellent 
value @, 










room  today.Call 
(408) 
254-4500  or email 
mortgages@statewidere.com.
 
First 5 qualified 
aps will receive 
a free 3 month 
parking
 pass & 
a free copy of their credit
 report 
























sm.  Si 
$9 
Sit
 S13  
Rate 
increases 





































tor no eatm 
Game up 
to
 25 spaces. 
Additional  
word*








 per word 
CaTi  



























Canis  Accepted) 
-Oink  































































































$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER 
SCHEDULING BONUS 
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
 




Earn 515-51258 more per survey. 
PLUS 
our  free (yes, free)
 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com 
fundraising solutions EQUALS 














$450 bonus when you 
ECKANKAR. Call toll -free 
schedule  your non -sales fund -
recording  1-877-411-1800 or 
raiser






(888) 923-3238, or visit 
For your paper or dissertation. 
www.campusfundraiser.com
 
Experienced. Efficient, Exact. 
SMILE  CHOICE DENTAL 
PLAN
 





 per year 
ESL is a specialty. Grace@831. 
Save 30%-60%. For into call 















 NEED HELP? 
theses. reports. 13 yrs busi- 
Can  BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 




& Efficient I also do resumes & 
newsletters. 408-972-0319 
Thank you to all our 
valued 





1 Make a selection 





















20 Alley yowler 
22 Stares at 
24 Frosh hazers 
25 Kissed 
loudly  
26 Salon creation 
28 - incognita 
32 Medicine chest 
item (hyph
 ) 
35 High card 









Mouths, in biology 
46 
Knew  somehow 
47 





54 Becomes threadbare 
58 Hanging plants 
61 Totally 
wrong 
1T2rewe trimmerds.  )
 
62 'Off the Cowl author
 



























dog  go -with 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
A.14
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2:16,'R.,;E 00 -SA 
1-   I N 
NEST
 SON KrA,§- A  
M'r0 
11.9414
 2004 Un.ted 








9 Pump parts 
10 Get wider
 











23 Early VCR 
format  









































52 Condo luxury 
53 Fragrant 
compound  





























































































outlook on the 






Jail.  14,2005, 
meet
 













































 have the 















 such as Boise 
State University





































the  team 
would 
compensate  
for the loss 
of valu-
able 




 who both 
graduated last 
year, he 
confident  the new 
editions 
have more than 
balanced the 
group's  
skill  level. 
"When  we began 
unofficial prac-
tice in 
August  it was hard 
to see what 
we really had, 




out,  it was like, 'Wow, we 
really have some 
talent,'"  Wright said. 
One of the rookie team 
members, 
Michelle







 and is described by Wright 
as the "anchor" of the
 freshmen. 
"She will probably
 take Shirla 
(Choy)'s spot in all-around," 
Wright 
said. "She's 
very strong in all 
four  
events but has 
some especially good 
and unique skills 
on
 the floor and 
bars."  
Minotti said although the college 
gymnastics 
experience  has been
 dif-
ferent than what 
she expected, she 
is 
both  nervous and excited to begin 
competition.  
"We're really 
starting  to come to-
gether," 
Minotti said. "Now it's not 
















 in practice and is 
expc,ted to 
add to the team's 
success
 on the vault 
and floor, 
Wright  said. 
He added that freshman ledi
 Big-
elow has more tumid
 dance train-
ing than others and will 
be an asset 
Daily  file photo 




"Also,  the Can 
coo
 sisters (Raylyn 
and 
Shina)  are a really talented pair,"
 
Wright 





 their shells and picking







said,  freshmen Monica
 Zamo-
lo, 
Parcasio and Whitney 
Nel-
son 
are  training hard, 













































































have  a chance to Make 
clear 
that 










we open the 
season in 
2005, 
we're  going 
to 
recognize  his his-
toric milestones,





and  in a major way," 
he said. 
On Tuesday, a top official  in the 
commissioner's
 office said 
baseball  was 
holding off on plans to market Bonds' 




 after a report 
of




























celed between the 



























 jury that he 
That 
doesn't 




and  a 
cream 
giv-
receive plenty of 





























 allege those substances 
anyone's peeling back from 
Barry  at 
were  
performance -enhancing  
drugs.  . 
this









Bonds also signed 







appear  on Topps baseball
 cards.
 
Bonds (714) and Aaron (755). 
The  Giants 
did not appear on 
Topps  cards last haven't 
announced










plan  of the Major League Baseball 
ments but are in the planning process.
 
Players Association.  , "It's just
 too 
early," Buser said. "It's 




































decided  in September 
rights among trading card compa- to drop its 
right to void the final year 
nies for autographed baseball cards, of his contract. 
Rattay,




SANTA CLARA Tim Rattily and Kevan Barlow will 
sit out 
the  San Francisco 49ers' game at Arizona on Sunday, 
leaving the NFL's worst 
team without its starting quarter-
back 
and running back. 
Barlow  got a concussion 
in last 
Sunday's  loss
 to St. Lou-
is, and team doctors
 won't allow him to play with constant  
headaches. The injury is just the latest setback for the em-
battled running back, who has the league's lowest yards -
per -carry average for a starter. 
After sitting out practice Wednesday, Barlow seemed 
less concerned by his injury than recent suggestions the 
49ers might trade him. Several teams were interested in 
Barlow last season before he signed
 
is S20 million deal to 
stay in 
San Francisco. 
"This last year, they couldn't wait to get Garrison Hearst 
out of here because they wanted me to play, ancl now they're 
trying to push me out of here," said Barlow, referring to the 
speculation.
 
"I'm not a guy who wants to get traded. I'm not a guy 
who wants to get cut or released. I want to stay here and 
hopefully start winning again. It's been a tough year, and 
every team goes through this cycle." 
Barlow has just 629 yards and six touchdowns this sea-
son. Fie will have trouble matching the 1,024 yards he 




 "a lot of the blame" 
for  his 
poor 
season,






trouble,  He 
averages  just 
3.2 yards per carry, and 
the  Niners have rushed for only 993 
yards this season  fewer than any team except Oakland. 
He believes San Francisco fans should have more pa-
tience  
with  the young 49ers (1-11),
 who have 
lost seven 
straight gatnes  scoring just one touchdown on offense 
in the 
last three. 




Joe Montana and stuff like that, but hopefully 
we'll get 
things moving again," Barlow said. 
"l'in having not a great year, but things are going to turn 
around," he 
said. 
Rattay, who missed three games earlier in the season 






muscle  in 
his right
 foot. 
He must keep 
weight  oft  his foot
 
for
 nvo weeks, coach 




 ruling him out for 
at least nvo 
games. 
Rattay, who wore a protective boot in the 
49ers'  locker 
room 
Wednesday,  had his hest game of the 
season in the 
49ers' previous 
meeting  with the Cardinals, going 38
-of -57 
for a career
-high  417 yards. hie rallied San Francisco from 
a 16 -point deficit in the final minutes 
of the fourth  quarter 
lin the 49ers' 
only win, 31-28 in overtime. 
Ken Dorsey
 will start in Rattay's place, 






Gain the experience that will 
help you
 get your first job. 
Join the Spartan Daily Ad Staff,
 
as an account executive. 
 3 








































116  or 





















of Spartan Shops 
San Jose State 
University 
spartanshoos,com  
You get the cash! Your
 classmates will 
save 














Made it through finals! But
 what am I 
going to do 






















(Downstairs)*  Dec 10-
 Dec 17 
2) 
Tenth








(Amon  at 4.30 
Dec 13 - Dec 17 
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